Exploration of DSM-IV Criteria in Primary Care Patients With Medically Unexplained Symptoms
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Objectives: Investigators and clinicians almost always rely on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder, 4th edition’s (DSM-IV) somatoform disorders (and its derivative diagnoses) to characterize and identify patients with medically unexplained symptoms (MUS). Our objective was to evaluate this use by determining the prevalence of DSM-IV somatoform and nonsomatoform disorders in patients with MUS proven by a gold standard chart review. Methods: In a community-based staff model HMO, we identified subjects for a clinical trial using a systematic and reliable chart rating procedure among high-utilizing MUS patients. Only baseline data are reported here. The World Health Organization Composite International Diagnostic Interview provided full and abridged DSM-IV diagnoses. Patients with full or abridged DSM-IV somatoform diagnoses were labeled “DSM somatoform-positive,” whereas those without them were labeled “DSM somatoform-negative.”

Results: Two hundred six MUS patients averaged 13.6 visits in the year preceding study, 79.1% were females, and the average age was 47.7 years. We found that 124 patients (60.2%) had a nonsomatoform (“psychiatric”) DSM-IV diagnosis of any type; 36 (17.5%) had 2 full nonsomatoform diagnoses, and 41 (19.9%) had >2; 92 (44.7%) had some full anxiety diagnosis and 94 (45.6%) had either full depression or minor depression diagnoses. However, only 9 of 206 (4.4%) had any full DSM-IV somatoform diagnosis, and only 39 (18.9%) had abridged somatization disorder. Thus, 48 (23.3%) were “DSM somatoform-positive” and 158 (76.7%) were “DSM somatoform-negative.” The latter exhibited less anxiety, depression, mental dysfunction, and psychosomatic symptoms (all p < .001) and less physical dysfunction (p = .011). Correlates of this DSM somatoform-negative status were female gender (p = .007), less severe mental (p = .007), and physical dysfunction (p = .004), a decreased proportion of MUS (p < .10), and less psychiatric comorbidity (p < .10); c-statistic = .77.

Conclusion: We concluded that depression and anxiety characterized MUS patients better than the somatoform disorders. Our data suggested radically revising the somatoform disorders for DSM-V by incorporating a new, very large group of now-overlooked DSM somatoform-negative patients who were typically women with less severe dysfunction. Key words: somatization, medically unexplained symptoms, DSM-V, chart review, primary care, somatoform.

HMO = health maintenance organization; DSM-IV = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition; DSM-V = planned for approximately 2010, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition; MUS = medically unexplained symptoms; ECA = epidemiologic catchment area; SD = somatization disorder; SF-36 = Short-Form 36; MCS = Mental Component Summary of the SF-36; PCS = Physical Component Summary of the SF-36; SSAS = Spielberger State Anxiety Scale; CES-D = Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression inventory; PSC = Psychosomatic Symptom Checklist; WHO-CIDI = World Health Organization Composite International Diagnostic Interview.

INTRODUCTION

Without an organic disease explanation for their illness, patients with medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) present a difficult problem for clinicians (1–5). Despite high utilization and much medical attention, MUS patients do poorly with their predominantly personal, psychologic problems (2–4,6). Moreover, there are no evidence-based treatment guidelines for the primary care clinicians who care for most MUS patients (7–9).

One reason for the absence of treatment guidelines is that diagnostic understanding has not been established (1,10–15). The Somatoform Disorders in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition (DSM-IV) (16), and their abridged derivatives (not contained in DSM-IV), have provided virtually all guidance for identifying and naming MUS patients (10), but only the rare somatization disorder (SD) (16) has been validated (12–15). Because of overlap in diagnostic criteria, neither the remaining DSM-IV diagnoses nor the various medical MUS syndromes (eg, chronic fatigue and fibromyalgia) have been validated or shown to be comprehensive (1,11,17,18).

Plans for revising DSM-IV are underway with the aim of producing DSM-V by approximately 2010 (19). Especially in light of recommendations for dropping the somatoform group altogether (20), research data on MUS can inform decisions about how to address MUS patients in DSM-V.

As part of a clinical trial treating 206 high-utilizing MUS patients, we obtained extensive baseline data that allowed us to evaluate the role of the somatoform and nonsomatoform DSM-IV diagnoses in primary care. We identified MUS patients by a systematic chart rating procedure (21) and thus had a gold standard against which DSM-IV diagnoses could be compared. Based on our previous experience with a large number of MUS patients who had what we called minor acute illness and on the Epidemiologic Catchment Area (ECA) Study findings, we hypothesized that most MUS subjects would not have full or abridged DSM-IV somatoform diagnoses, and that those without these diagnoses would exhibit less dysfunction mentally and physically than those who had them (5,22,23).
METHOD

Study Design

We report here on just the baseline data of a clinical trial conducted from May 2000 to January 2003 (21,24–26). We identified primary care patients with at least 2 consecutive years of high utilization and then, among high-utilizers, we used medical chart review to identify subjects with MUS as their primary problem (21). We obtained baseline psychiatric diagnoses (full or abridged) from the World Health Organization Composite International Diagnostic Interview (WHO-CIDI) (27). This provided standard DSM-IV somatoform diagnoses (somatization disorder [SD], pain disorder, hypochondriasis, conversion) and many nonsomatoform (“psychiatric”) diagnoses. We then combined all full somatoform diagnoses into 1 category called somatoform disorder (16), and we identified the abridged form of SD as MUS patients not meeting SD criteria but having at least 4 (men) or 6 (women) of the DSM-IV symptoms for SD (28). Finally, to enhance analysis and meaning, we combined somatoform disorder and abridged SD to define “DSM somatoform-positive” status. Patients lacking both diagnoses were called “DSM somatoform-negative.” These 2 diagnoses were compared on the following measures: Short-Form 36 (SF-36) (29), Spielberger State Anxiety Scale (SSAS) (30), Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression (CES-D) (31), and the Psychosomatic Symptom Checklist (PSC) (32). We used logistic regression to identify the correlates of DSM somatoform-positive/negative status.

Subject Identification

Outlined in Figure 1, we screened patients between 18 and 65 years old for high utilization through the HMO’s information system. For at least the preceding 2 years, potential patients had 8 or more visits per year to primary care providers, consulting physicians, urgent care, or emergency rooms. Among high-utilizers, patients’ charts were rated by clinicians who used a review procedure developed for this project (21). Raters were trained to achieve a high degree of reliability for their ratings of symptoms as documented organic disease, documented nonorganic disease (measure of severe MUS), and undocumented (measure of mild MUS). Documentation meant that meaningful laboratory or consultative investigation had occurred while undocumented indicated that none took place (21). Chart ratings occurred as much as 9 to 12 months before entry into recruitment, and the chart scoring system was very sensitive to the presence of MUS (thus, a high false-positive rate for organic diseases) (21). Consequently, patient charts that met the study entry criterion for primary MUS (a high proportion of undocumented and documented nonorganic symptoms combined) (21) were independently reviewed a final time by 1 of the authors (R.C.S.) just before entry to ensure continued high utilization and that organic disease had not become the primary basis for high utilization. The details of the chart rating procedure are available from the authors.

Participants

Inclusion criteria for patients with MUS recruited into the trial were being 18 to 65 years old, a member of the HMO for at least 1 year, fluent with English, access to a telephone, literate, not under care by a mental health professional more often than once per month, and planning to be in the HMO for at least 1 year. Exclusion criteria were pregnancy, substance use disorders, suicidal ideation, organic mental syndromes, and psychosis. The study was approved by the HMO and the Michigan State University Institutional Review Board, and subjects signed informed consent.

Study Measures

Research interviewers independent of the project, trained specifically for it, and monitored to ensure fidelity to task, obtained through telephone-administered interviews the SF-36 (29), CES-D (31), SSAS (30), and the PSC (32,33). The Mental Component Summary (MCS) and Physical Component Summary (PCS) were the only dimensions of the SF-36 used for this study (34). The same interviewers also collected the WHO-CIDI (27) and demographic data. The CIDI provided the DSM-IV diagnoses: Somatoform disorder (SD, hypochondriasis, pain disorder, and conversion) and Nonsomatoform (major depression, bipolar, dysthymia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, posttraumatic stress, panic, agoraphobia, social phobia, generalized anxiety disorder, and specific phobias); following DSM-IV criteria for somatization disorder, somatoform and nonsomatoform diagnoses were not mutually exclusive (16). In addition to determining entry into the study as primary MUS, chart raters’ classification of symptoms was also used for explanatory analyses: documented organic disease, documented nonorganic disease, and undocumented disease. In this population of primary MUS patients, documented organic was used to represent comorbid organic disease, whereas documented nonorganic and undocumented represented, respectively, severe and mild types of MUS.

In addition to standard DSM-IV somatoform diagnoses, we identified abridged SD (defined earlier) (28). As a measure of psychiatric comorbidity, we also obtained a count of all full (major) nonsomatoform CIDI diagnoses. Similarly, we derived a count of subthreshold (minor, abridged) diagnoses of depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, posttraumatic stress, panic disorder with and without agoraphobia, social phobia, and generalized anxiety disorder (35–37), eg, minor depression was represented by 2 or more criteria meeting, we combined somatoform disorder and abridged SD to define “DSM somatoform-positive” status. Patients lacking both diagnoses were called “DSM somatoform-negative.” These 2 diagnoses were compared on the following measures: Short-Form 36 (SF-36) (29), Spielberger State Anxiety Scale (SSAS) (30), Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression (CES-D) (31), and the Psychosomatic Symptom Checklist (PSC) (32). We used logistic regression to identify the correlates of DSM somatoform-positive/negative status.

Statistical Method

We created a variable, “DSM somatoform-positive,” for the presence of any 1 of the 4 full somatoform diagnoses or abridged SD; “DSM somatoform-negative” had no full or abridged somatoform diagnosis. Correlates of DSM somatoform-positive status were examined among 3 sets of variables. Demographics were age, gender, years of education (<12 years vs. ≥12 years), and marital status (married vs. not married); psychologic and physical function were determined by CES-D, SSAS, PSC, MCS, and PCS; and disease severity was classified as presence or absence of any full nonsomatoform CIDI diagnoses, presence or absence of subthreshold nonsomatoform diagnoses, and symptom counts of documented organic disease, documented nonorganic disease, and undocumented disease. In addition, we considered 2 other vari-
ables: a count of all primary care visits in the past 12 months and the proportion of MUS (documented nonorganic and undocumented) to all symptoms (documented organic, documented nonorganic, and undocumented).

Logistic regression analysis was used to assess the association of potential correlates of DSM somatoform-positive/negative status. Initial analyses screened for variables that were significant at \( p \leq 0.20 \). These were used in a backward elimination procedure that retained variables significant at \( p \leq 0.10 \). Variables excluded at the initial stage were then added to the model to ascertain if its predictive power could be appreciably improved. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals were computed for all correlates of DSM somatoform-positive status in the final model. The Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test and c-statistic were used to gauge the reliability of the model.

RESULTS

Rater Reliability

Agreement among raters with 1 of the authors (R.C.S.) for a primary MUS problem was 97.6% (40 of 41 cases were similarly evaluated); in the 1 rater without perfect agreement, the kappa was 0.84 with agreement on 12 of 13 charts (92.3%). Interrater reliability was assessed on the basic disease category rating from 10 charts rated by all 3 raters. The following are the percentage of agreement: organic disease categories—92%; nonorganic disease categories—96%; and undocumented disease categories—92% (21).

Participant Flow

Figure 1 describes participant flow. Of 502 subjects who entered recruitment as primary MUS subjects for the clinical trial, 136 (27.1%) were determined ineligible during the interview screening (eg, changed residence, no longer in the HMO). Of the remaining 366 subjects meeting inclusion criteria, 206 were enrolled and randomized—a 56.3% recruitment rate for the RCT (38); 160 eligible subjects refused (43.7%): not interested—74; too busy—56; don’t need/want treatment—18; satisfied with doctor—4; miscellaneous or unreachable—8. There was no statistically significant clinical or demographic difference between the 206 subjects enrolled and those subjects who refused on the following measures obtained from the HMO information system and chart review procedure: age, gender, copay status, mean number of visits, and percentage of MUS symptoms.

Table 1 presents the profile of MUS patients.

Table 2 shows all nonsomatoform (“psychiatric”) diagnoses in 206 patients; 124 (60.2%) had any nonsomatoform diagnosis; 36 (17.5%) had 2 full nonsomatoform diagnoses and 41 (19.9%) had any full anxiety diagnosis and 94 (45.6%) had either major (full depression or minor depression diagnoses. Among patients with any depression (major or minor), 6 had a full somatoform diagnosis and 24 had abridged SD. Among patients with generalized anxiety disorder, 3 had a full somatoform diagnosis and 12 had abridged SD.

Table 2 also shows all somatoform disorders. Only 9 (4.4%) MUS patients had at least 1 full DSM-IV somatoform diagnosis, and another 39 (18.9%) had abridged SD. Thus, only 48 (23.3%) were “DSM somatoform-positive” and 158 (76.7%) were “DSM somatoform-negative.” Among the 48 DSM somatoform-positive patients, 11 (23%) had one full nonsomatoform diagnosis, and another 26 (54.2%) had at least 2 full nonsomatoform diagnoses. Among these 48 DSM somatoform-positive patients, 30 (62.5%) had full or minor depression, and 28 (58.3%) had any full anxiety diagnosis. Of 158 DSM somatoform-negative patients, 64 (40.5%) had any depression.

Comparison of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Somatoform-Positive and Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Somatoform-Negative Patients

Indicating good discriminating power of DSM-IV diagnoses, Table 3 shows that DSM somatoform-positive patients were more severely dysfunctional than DSM somatoform-negative patients on all 5 psychologic and physical measures (CES-D, SSAS, MCS, PCS, and PSC). DSM somatoform-negative patients were more severely dysfunctional than general population normals (29–34) on 2 measures, CES-D and PCS.

### Table 1. Characteristics of High-Utilizing Patients With Medically Unexplained Symptoms (n = 206)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mean or Percent</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender, female (%)</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married (%)</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, ≤12 yr</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>21–65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. visits in the past 12 months</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>8–35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent medically unexplained symptoms</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>25–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES—Depression</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>0–55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosomatic Symptom checklist</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0–75.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spielberger State Anxiety</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>3.3–88.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-36 Mental Component Summary</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>12.4–67.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-36 Physical Component Summary</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>13.8–61.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CES = Center for Epidemiological Studies.
Of 43 men, 16 were DSM somatoform-positive (37.2%); of 163 women, 32 were DSM somatoform-positive (19.6%). The following variables were associated with DSM somatoform-positive status on univariable evaluation: male gender ($p = .02$), CES-D ($p < .0001$), PSC ($p < .0001$), SSAS ($p = .0001$), MCS ($p = .0003$), PCS ($p = .012$), documented nonorganic symptoms ($p = .02$), count of visits in the past 12 months ($p = 0.07$), proportion of MUS relative to all symptoms ($p = .11$), and the presence of any nonsomatoform CIDI diagnosis ($p = 0.002$). Shown in Table 4, the final logistic model for DSM somatoform-positive status contained gender, MCS, PCS, presence of any nonsomatoform CIDI diagnosis, and proportion of MUS. The c-statistic was 0.77.

**DISCUSSION**

We identified 206 high-utilizing primary care patients with MUS from a medical chart review. Only 23.3% had a DSM-IV-derived somatoform diagnosis (“DSM somatoform-positive”). Patients without a full or abridged somatoform diagnosis (“DSM somatoform-negative”) constituted 76.7% of the entire MUS population. Compared with DSM somatoform-negative patients, DSM somatoform-positive patients were more severely distressed on all measures of mental and physical function. Although this was expected from the ECA Study (22,23), the surprise was the large prevalence of the DSM somatoform-negative population. Furthermore, although we did not ourselves study a normal group for comparison, the DSM somatoform-negative group was more severely distressed than general population normals suggesting, as others have (1,23,28,39–41), a spectrum of severity for MUS patients. To further differentiate the 2 groups, we identified the clinical profile of DSM somatoform-negative patients: females with less psychiatric comorbidity, less mental and physical dysfunction, and a lower proportion of MUS. In a review of the literature (25), we found little study of this population and no data on its clinical features or prevalence (22,23). In the nonresearch literature, some may have referred to these patients as the “worried well.”

We also found that depression and anxiety better characterized the entire MUS population: 60.2% had some type of DSM-IV nonsomatoform (“psychiatric”) diagnosis. This finding is consistent with research that strongly supports the association of MUS with depression/anxiety (42–45). In addition, a linear relationship of the number of nonorganic symptoms and the severity of depression/anxiety has been found (42,44,45). Data show also that the number of symptoms correlates, independently, with a personality trait of harm avoidance (46). We agree with others that MUS represents a general warning (“stress”) signal that points to underlying psychologic distress (22,47–49).

**Potential Limitations**

It is conceivable that our interviewers performed the WHO-CIDI incorrectly. However, we found no evidence of this on review of interviews of DSM somatoform-negative patients. Moreover, interviewers met ongoing quality control and fidelity standards multiple times during the study, the supervisor was fully trained in the WHO-CIDI (she conducted most interviews), and interviewers met regularly with the research team to discuss questions during the study.

One might try to explain our results as simply having identified a population with mild MUS, but all had a high proportion of unexplained symptoms, at least 2 consecutive years of high utilization, and they averaged 13.6 visits per year in the year before study. This degree of utilization was well beyond the 85th percentile in the HMO and, therefore, represented only the more severe tip of the primary care iceberg. We would thus expect that the majority of patients, those with lower utilization, would have even fewer DSM-IV-derived diagnoses.

Finally, although our recruitment rate of 56.3% was good for a clinical trial (38), the 43.7% who refused could have differed from the study population. Nevertheless, considerable baseline clinical and demographic data showed no significant differences from the 206 study patients, suggesting that there was no systematic bias or threat to generalization. However, the possibility of selection bias cannot altogether be excluded.

**Key Issues**

It is erroneous to say that DSM-IV misses over three fourths of MUS patients. Nearly 85% of our subjects were classified when we included the DSM-IV miscellaneous categories of somatoform disorder not otherwise specified and undifferentiated somatoform disorder (16); others also have found a high prevalence of undifferentiated somatoform disorder in MUS patients (50). However, these categories have not been studied or used in primary care, and we excluded

**TABLE 2. DSM-IV Diagnoses in High-Utilizing Patients With Medically Unexplained Symptoms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>No. (Percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonsomatoform (“Psychiatric”)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major depression</td>
<td>60 (29.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor depression</td>
<td>34 (16.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar disorder</td>
<td>7 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysthymia</td>
<td>7 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized anxiety disorder</td>
<td>46 (22.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agoraphobia</td>
<td>8 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social phobia</td>
<td>10 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific phobia</td>
<td>10 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttraumatic stress disorder</td>
<td>17 (8.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive compulsive disorder</td>
<td>14 (6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic disorder</td>
<td>11 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatoform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatization disorder</td>
<td>3 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypochondriasis</td>
<td>4 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic pain*</td>
<td>2 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion disorder</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abridged somatization disorder</td>
<td>39 (18.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM somatoform-positive</td>
<td>48 (23.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*One patient was positive for both chronic pain and conversion disorder.

DSM-IV = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition.
Comparison of DSM somatoform-negative with population normals.

General population normal values (29–34).

Entries are mean and 95% confidence interval; combined, DSM-positive and DSM-negative comprise all MUS subjects.

them less severe with fewer physical symptoms and, therefore, they were not confounded by severe organic diseases, making used the entire population of high-utilizing MUS patients, and thus have many more physical symptoms that could influence those precipitated by the stress it creates. These patients would symptoms—those resulting from the organic disease itself and/or disease, they would be expected to report even more symp-

them (11,51,52). That these miscellaneous categories contain the largest number of subjects suggests an inadequate nomenclature (53,54). Moreover, they typically are discarded in clinical trials and other studies and, hence, of limited value (53,54). Furthermore, the extensive use of alternatives to DSM such as the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (55) and Multi-Somatoform Disorder (MSD) (51) also suggest problems with the use of the DSM-IV. On the other hand, although not included in DSM-IV, but derived from it, abridged SD is well recognized and well studied (28), and we included it among DSM somatoform-positives. Indeed, because of its much greater prevalence in our sample, it appears to be the most useful DSM-IV-derived construct. Nevertheless, it accounted for only 18.9% of our subjects, so it does not begin to provide a comprehensive description of MUS pa-

Katon et al. found a much higher prevalence of somatoform disorders in a distressed group with similar utilization (56). However, their study population included only the 51.1% who had the most severe depression and anxiety as well as the most severe somatization itself. Making this population sicker still, 62% also had moderate to severe comorbid organic diseases (56). We know that such prominent comorbid disease has an additional adverse impact on both depressed and MUS pa-

patients. The findings of this study depended on a new chart review method to define MUS patients (21). To our knowledge, it represents the only reliable chart rating procedure that provides a clinical picture by classifying physical symptoms based on documented medical evidence (21). We propose that it can provide a gold standard not previously available (61) for identifying MUS patients. DSM-IV somatoform diagnoses now depend only on patients’ interpretations of their doctors’ diagnoses to determine symptom classifications (16). There is no external validation of whether the symptom is organic or medically unexplained.

A related attribute is the rating method’s ability to identify comorbid medical conditions. The chart rating method not only can quantify medical comorbidity, but it also can be fewer DSM diagnoses. At least for classification purposes, we believe this provides a more accurate picture of the true, more pure MUS patient.

The Role of Chart Review

The Role of Chart Review

The Role of Chart Review

TABLE 3. Comparing DSM Somatoform-Positive With DSM Somatoform-Negative States, and DSM Somatoform-Negative With General Population Normal States*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>DSM-Positive</th>
<th>DSM-Negative</th>
<th>p Value</th>
<th>General Population Normals†</th>
<th>p Value‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CES–Depression† (CES-D)</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosomatic Symptom Checklist† (PSC)</td>
<td>18.1–25.5</td>
<td>12.0–15.6</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>8.9–9.6</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spielberger State Anxiety† (SSAS)</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>22.1–25.3</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Component Summary† (MCS)</td>
<td>26.8–34.7</td>
<td>18.4–23.0</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>33.1–39.3</td>
<td>49.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Component Summary† (PCS)</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.6–45.5</td>
<td>43.7–53.9</td>
<td>31.3–39.3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>39.3–35.0</td>
<td>49.6–50.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.3–36.0</td>
<td>35.8–39.0</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>49.6–50.4</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Entries are mean and 95% confidence interval; combined, DSM-positive and DSM-negative comprise all MUS subjects.
†Comparison of DSM somatoform-negative with population normals.
‡Positively scored scale, higher scores indicate less severe problem in the SF-36.
§Negatively scored scale, higher scores indicate more severe problem.

DSM = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; CES = Center for Epidemiological Studies; MUS = medically unexplained symptoms.

TABLE 4. Correlates of DSM Somatoform-Positive Status*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Odds Ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender, male vs. female</td>
<td>3.2 (1.4–7.5)</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS, SD = 11.9</td>
<td>1.7 (1.2–2.5)†</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCS, SD = 10.3</td>
<td>3.2 (1.8–2.6)†</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-somatoform CIDI diagnoses, present vs. absent</td>
<td>2.1 (0.9–5.1)</td>
<td>.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion MUS, SD = 0.18</td>
<td>1.4 (0.9–1.9)‡</td>
<td>.094</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*c-statistic = 0.77.
†OR for a 1 SD lower score.
‡OR for a 1 SD higher score.

DSM = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; CI = confidence interval; MCS = Mental Component Summary; PCS = Physical Component Summary; CIDI = Composite International Diagnostic Interview; SD = standard deviation; OR = odds ratio.

adjusted to select patients in whom comorbid organic diseases are not a primary problem. Alternatively, if one wanted to include more patients with organic diseases, the investigator simply adjusts the scoring rule. The flexibility of the rating method and its scoring rule can allow investigators, for the first time, to quantify comorbid medical disease.

The chart rating procedure is labor- and cost-intensive, requires physicians or nurse practitioners as raters, and is designed only for research. Nevertheless, the chart data provide several potential research advantages for identifying patients with MUS in comparison to studies that rely on DSM-IV (21). Chart data: 1) derive from a total of 245 possible physical symptoms (vs. 41 contained in DSM-IV (16)); others also have questioned whether such a restricted list of symptoms is useful (13); 2) involve symptoms prompting health care-seeking (HCS), as recorded at the time of actual HCS; 3) do not “forget” symptoms; data show that, with assessment of DSM somatoform criteria 12 months apart, approximately one half of subjects have forgotten their previous complaints (14); and 4) provide longitudinal evaluation, compared with cross-sectional DSM-IV data (13,14,62); DSM provides no information on the natural course of MUS patients (63).

Implications for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition

We call for change in DSM-V in 3 ways: 1) The newly recognized, less severe MUS patients in this study will need to be incorporated (23,53,64,65). Access to the full continuum of MUS can benefit practitioners and researchers alike. Those patients at the less severe end of the spectrum can lead to greater power in studies of theoretical constructs, genetic influence, environmental risk factors, and comorbidity. For clinicians, specific diagnostic recognition of the less severe MUS patients can allow them to prevent progression along the continuum (65). A cost-effective form of treatment would therefore need to be identified (23).

2) DSM-V also will need to reflect the spectrum into which all the various disorders seem to fall (from most to least severe): somatization disorder → other somatoform disorders → MSD/abridged somatization disorder → DSM somatoform-negative → normals. DSM-V could define the spectrum as a diagnosis of “MUS spectrum disorder,” qualified, respectively, as very severe, severe, moderate, mild, and normal variant—in terms of both mental and physical severity. Those formulating DSM-V also will need to consider the placement of other newly defined MUS syndromes such as multisomatoform disorder (MSD) (51) and abridged somatization disorder (28). Importantly, recent data suggest that MUS spectrum disorder also should be classified according to the stage of illness (acute, subacute, chronic) and to the extent of comorbid organic diseases (66).

3) For research purposes, DSM-V somatoform disorders should be anchored in a gold standard means for excluding organic diseases rather than relying on patients’ reports (21). In the current absence of a gold standard (61), we propose that our recently developed chart rating method can be used (21) or that others be developed. Directly examining and evaluating individual patients to document comorbid organic disease would be a still better way, but expense likely will preclude this. Whatever the method, the field will benefit by being able to effectively identify MUS patients (by the absence of an organic disease explanation) and to identify and quantify their comorbid organic diseases.

Other Implications

Although there are no data on the management of DSM somatoform-negative patients, this study indicates that they are less severe and, therefore, perhaps amenable to little or no investigation and to the less-intensive aspects of treatment outlined in a recent review (25). Much study of the practical diagnosis and treatment of this new group will be needed, and, at the same time, we will need to begin exploring its public health implications (eg, utilization of resources), how to effectively screen for it, and when these patients should, if ever, be referred.
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